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Abstract
We construct Concept-base based on concept chain model and word vector spaces based on Word2Vec using EDR-electronic-
dictionary and Japanese Wikipedia data. This paper describes veriﬁcation experiments of these models regarding the word associ-
ation system based on the association-frequency-table. In these experiments, we investigate the tendency using associative words
of evaluation basis words obtained by these models. In Concept-base model, we observed a tendency that synonyms, superordinate
words, and subordinate words are obtained as associative words. Furthermore we observed a tendency that words, which can be
compounds or co-occurrence phrases after connecting headwords of the association-frequency-table, are used as associative words
in the Word2Vec model. Moreover evaluation result showed the tendency that associative words mostly have category words in the
Word2Vec model.
c© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
Peer-review under responsibility of KES International.
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1. Introduction
With the development of computerized society and the technique of national language processing, a conversation
between humans and computers is attracting attention as a problem. For example, various companies develop chatbot
systems that converses with human through a network by the spread of Social Networking Service such as Twitter1
and LINE2. These chatbot systems are conversation systems with human using national languages. For example,
Softbank developed a robot called “Pepper”, which communicates with human beings3. We predict the number of
robots and systems which communicate with human will increase from now on.
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +81-743-72-5265 ; fax: +81-743-72-5269.
E-mail address: toyoshima.akihiro.su4@is.naist.jp
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We can do smoothly communicate with each other because we have the word associative knowledge which can
associate other relation words from any words (hearinafter, referred to as “associative knowledge”). For example,
when we heard “It will rain after this afternoon.”, we can associate “umbrella” and “cold” based on “rain”. Therefore
we take the next utterance topics about “Do you have an umbrella?” and “Do you have a coat?” that related to the
talking information of the partner. Computers needs this word associative knowledge such as Concept-base. We can
make computers to communicate with human-beings using Concept-base.
In this paper, we constructed Concept-base and word vector spaces based on Word2Vec using EDR-electronic-
dictionary7 and Japanese Wikipedia data4. Moreover we veriﬁed these models that have human’s word association
using an association-frequency-table11. The association-frequency-table is a database that associative words deﬁned
as headwords. We veriﬁed these models using this database because this database made by large scale subject experi-
ments. As a result, we observed a tendency Concept-base model contains synonymous, superordinate, and subordinate
words as associative words and a Word2Vec model contains associative words which are connected any words and
become compound or co-occurrence phrase. Moreover Word2Vec model has category words as associative words.
2. Related Works
Tamagawa et al. 2 constructed a large-scale general ontology based on Japanese Wikipedia information. They
constructed the ontology based on the higher rank and lower rank relations between words and synonymous relations
from Japanese Wikipedia data. For example, “human” and “animal” are extracted from “baby” using higher rank
and lower rank relations between words. Moreover “infant” and “babe” are extracted from “baby” using synonymous
relations between words. Although, it is diﬃcult that we naturally extract human associative words using these
relations. For instance, it is diﬃcult that we extract “candy” and “toy” from “baby” using these relations.
Mikolov et al. 3,4 constructed the distribution expression of a word to study what kind of words appearance as
opposed to the circumference of any words using a neural network. This method is called Word2Vec that we can
calculate semantic addition and subtraction between words in this distribution expression of a word. For example, we
subtract “man” from “king” and add “woman” in this distribution expression of a word. We can get “queen”. This
result shows Word2Vec can similarly calculate between words.
Word2Vec has some models to construct word vector spaces, Continuous Bag-of-Words Model (CBOW) and Con-
tinuous Skip-gram Model (Skip-gram). CBOW is a method of sum of context circumference word weights as any
words. Skip-gram is a method that estimate context circumference word appears. In this study, we verify characteris-
tics of word vector spaces using Word2Vec and Concept-base as a human’s word association.
Kasahara et al. 5 constructed Concept-base as word vector spaces. This word vector spaces use headwords of dictio-
nary as independent base vectors. They veriﬁed Concept-base comparative usefulness evaluation with the distinction
of similarly using the thesaurus6. Their subject is semantic similarly evaluation between words.
Our Concept-base is deﬁned as word chain set and our goal is the realization of the associative system for natural
conversation. For example, not only synonymous words that “mouth” and “nose” but “illness”, “inﬂammation”, and
“medicine” also associate from ”throat”. Therefore in usages our Concept-base and the vector space model diﬀer.
3. Concept-base
We explain about construction of Concept-base with electronic dictionaries. Concept-base is a knowledge base
that as any headword and associative words to this headword1. In Concept-base, all associative words are deﬁned as
headwords. In ordinary, Concept-base is constructed with electronic dictionaries and electronic newspapers.
We extract headwords and independent words in each sentence that belongs to each headword. The headword is
a dictionary headword and is deﬁned as the concept A. Independent words are explanation sentence in the dictionary
and are deﬁned as attributes ai of concept A. We give weights wi to attributes ai. Weights wi show the evaluation of
attributes ai for the concept A. We deﬁne the concept A such as the equation (1).
A = {(a1,w1), (a2,w2), · · · , (an,wn)} (1)
4 http://dumps.wikimedia.org/jawiki/20150402/
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In this study, we deﬁne independent words refers from the concept headword’s explanation sentence as ﬁrst order
attributes using this method. This method extracts attributes deﬁned as only concepts in Concept-base. Furthermore
this method extracts second order attributes by referring to ﬁrst order attributes as headwords. This method extracts
N-th order attributes and deliver a N-th order chain-set by repeating this operation. We deﬁne these attributes as chain
attributes by extracting this method. Figure 1 shows extracting chain attributes of any concept from Concept-base.
Fig. 1. The chain-set of Concept-base.
4. Construction of Concept-base
In this section, we describe a construction method of Concept-base based on electronic dictionary information.
We describe a method of extracting headwords and attributes for every headword based on electronic dictionaries
in section 4.1, a method of weighting between a certain headwords and attributes in section 4.2, and a constructing
method of Concept-base using chain attributes based on the chain-set in section 4.3.
4.1. Extracting Concept Headwords and Attributes
In this study, we construct Concept-base using EDR Electronic Dictionary7 and Japanese Wikipedia data2. EDR
Electronic Dictionary has some dictionary (such as Japanese Word Dictionary and English Word Dictionary). We use
Concept Dictionary, Japanese Word Dictionary, and Co-occurrence Dictionary in EDR Electronic Dictionary7.
We explain a method that extracts headwords and attributes for every headword from Concept Dictionary, Japanese
Word Dictionary, and Wikipedia. We extract headwords deﬁned in dictionaries as headwords of Concept-base. In-
dependent words in explanation sentence are given to headwords as attributes. This method extracts attributes by
dividing the explanation sentence into morphemes and picking up the prototype of the word except a particle and an
auxiliary verb. This method uses MeCab8 as Morphological Analyzer to split the explanation sentence. We register
EDR Electronic Dictionary headwords with an user dictionary of MeCab to analyze Concept Dictionary and Japanese
Word Dictionary. Moreover we register Wikipedia headwords with an user dictionary of MeCab to analyze Wikipedia.
In this study, this method extracts attributes deﬁned as only concepts in Concept-base. Table 1 shows the example of
register words for an user dictionary of MeCab. In table 1, words are explained English and Japanese. These words
are not registered to a default dictionary of MeCab (such as “choke”, “advanced notation”, and “data terminal”). We
register these words to user dictionary of MeCab with Japanese notation.
Table 1. An example of register words.
chokeνϣʔΫ advanced nationઌਐࠃ data terminalσʔλ୺຤ meeting again࠶ձ
protectionอޢ making moneyۚ໥͚ return to one’s countryؼࠃ outﬂowྲྀग़
stopఀࢭ sudden riseٸಅ ventilation׵ؾ automatic translationࣗಈ຋༁
Koreanؖࠃޠ homecomingؼল ambiguity͍͋·͍͞ read a bookಡॻ͢Δ
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We describe an extracting method of headwords as a label of each concepts and attributes for every concept head-
word from Co-occurrence Dictionary. This dictionary is a set of coincidence phrases. As an example of coincidence
phrases, Co-occurrence Dictionary has “June end” and “tip of rocket”. These coincidence phrases are morphemes
set. This method extracts any independent words in the coincidence phrase as headword and extracts other words as
attributes to construct Concept-base from Co-occurrence Dictionary.
We explain this method to extract a relation of concept-attribute from “June end”. This method gives an attribute
“end” to a headword “June” and gives an attribute ”June” to a headword “end”. In this case, an attached words of
particle and an auxiliary verb are not given to a headword as attributes since morphemes have word type information.
Table 2 shows extracted concepts and attributes from all dictionaries. Table 2 shows concepts and attributes in
English and Japanese notation. Parenthesis values show a frequency of appearance in explanations. We can extract
concepts and attributes in table 2 to use these methods (such as “remember”, “resistance”, and “size” to “body”).
Table 2. An example of concepts and attributes.
concept attributes
body͔Βͩ remember֮͑Δ (2) resistance఍߅ྗ (1) sizeେ͖͞ (1) mind৺ (1)
futureະདྷ futureະདྷ (69) ɻɻ (144) prediction༧ଌ (17) ﬁctionϑΟΫγϣϯ (1)
cartoonΞχϝ ɺɺ (718) cartoonΞχϝ (159) Japan೔ຊ (94) do͢Δ (472)
burn΍͚Ͳ mature੒ख़͢Δ (2) i͍ (4) injury͚͕ (1) getෛ͏ (3)
walkingࢄา walkา͘ (20) ɺɺ (74) health݈߁ (8) evening༦ํ (3)
4.2. Weighting to Attributes
In this study, we weight between the concept and the attribute using t f · id f 9. t f · id f is a weighting method that
what kind of word characterizes each a document of documents set. The weight of an attribute word t corresponding
to a concept A is calculated by following equations (eq.2, eq.3).
wAt = t fA(t) · id f (t) (2)
id f (t) = log2
N
d f (t)
+ 1 (3)
In equation (2), wAt shows a weight of the attribute word t corresponding to the concept A. t fA(t) shows appearance
frequency of the word attribute t in an explanation of the concept A and the coincidence phrase of the concept A.
d f (t) shows the total of concept headword with the attribute word t. N shows the total of concept headword deﬁned
as Concept-base. wAt is calculated by the product of the t fA(t) and a reciprocal of d f (t).
4.3. Construction of Concept-base based on Chain-set
This method gives a concept Aα of an alpha order Concept-base to attribute and frequency value (eq.4).
Aα = {(aα1, t fα1), (aα2, t fα2), · · · (aαi, t fαi)} (4)
When referring to an attribute aα1 as a concept headword B1, ﬁrst order attributes deﬁned as next equation (eq.5).
B1 = {(b11, t f11), (b12, t f12), · · · , (b1 j, t f1 j)} (5)
Equation (6) shows attributes of a concept Aα+1 extracted referring the attributes aα1 as the concept.
Aα+1(aα1) = t fα1 · B1
= t fα1 ·
j⋃
k=1
(b1k, t f1k)
=
j⋃
k=1
(b1k, t fα1 · t f1k) (6)
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This method performs this operation to all attributes of the concept Aα, and this method gives these attributes to the
concept Aα+1. In this study, a restrictions which give α order attributes to α+1 order attributes are prepared. Moreover
the concept Aα+1 shows following equation (eq.7).
Aα+1 = Aα +
i⋃
l=1
Aα+1(aαl) (7)
When this operation extracts two or more same attributes, this operation totals of frequency value and gives this
value to the attribute. This method weights between the concept and the attribute from calculated frequency value
using t f · id f and constructs Concept-base. A previous veriﬁcation10 shows that the chain-set can extract correct
attributes as associative words of the headword. However, this operation has a problem that a chain-set extracts
more incorrect attributes as correct attributes10. Therefore, we judged high weight attributes as correct attributes for
concepts. We sort attributes descending order and remove row priority attributes. As a previous research, we construct
Concept-base extracting second order attributes from ﬁrst order attributes. In this way, the number of second order
attributes is 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, and 128. We construct composite Concept-base corporating four dictionaries Concept-
base and construct second order attributes Concept-base based on this Concept-base.
5. Evaluation Experiment
We evaluated human’s word association feature of Concept-base and word vector spaces. We describe a evaluation
method of second order Concept-base based on the association-frequency-table in section 5.1. We describe a con-
struction method of word vector spaces based on Word2Vec in section 5.2. We describe an evaluation method based
on the association-frequency-table in section 5.3.
5.1. Evaluation Method of Second Order Concept-base
We evaluate constructed Concept-bases in subsection 4.3 using the association-frequency-table. The association-
frequency-table is a database that a headword and associative words are set. The association-frequency-table is made
by 934 persons subject experiment. Moreover the association-frequency-table is provided in electronic data. There-
fore we can objective evaluate these models using the association-frequency-table. Table 3 shows examples of the
association-frequency-table.
Table 3. An example of the association-frequency-table.
headword associative words
job࢓ࣄ companyձࣾ money͓ۚ salaryڅྉ labor࿑ಇ
cheeseνʔζ rat૏ milkڇೕ wineϫΠϯ pizzaϐβ
tennisςχε ballϘʔϧ sportεϙʔπ racketϥέοτ clubΫϥϒ
This evaluation method shows subsection 5.3 and we use precision, recall and F − measure as evaluation mea-
sures in this evaluation experiment. precision shows including correct attributes, recall shows an associative words
percentage of the association-frequency-table in each Concept-bases, and F − measure shows a harmonic average of
precision and recall. We verify a change of these values in the ﬁrst order Concept-base and the second order Concept-
base. Table 4 shows an evaluation result of the ﬁrst order Concept-base and table 5shows an evaluation result of the
second order Concept-base.
Second order Concept-base F − measure values are lower than ﬁrst order Concept-bases F − measure values in
models of the number of attributes 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128. Words of undeﬁned the association-frequency-table are
extracted mostly because precision values fall similarly in each model. Moreover the 128 attributes model which
recall is increased most in all models. We verify extracted associative words to second order attributes from ﬁrst order
attributes. Therefore we use top 128 attributes of all attributes as each concepts when we construct Concept-base.
Table 6 shows a correspondence of Concept-base and dictionaries. We construct a Second-CB from a First-CB
using the chain-set.
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Table 4. A result of ﬁrst order Concept-base.
the number of attributes precision recall F − measure
2 0.047 0.002 0.0038
4 0.102 0.008 0.0154
8 0.124 0.021 0.0351
16 0.126 0.039 0.0601
32 0.115 0.064 0.0827
64 0.097 0.095 0.0963
128 0.082 0.135 0.1027
Table 5. A result of second order Concept-base.
the number of attributes precision recall F − measure
2 0.043 0.002 0.0039
4 0.091 0.007 0.0137
8 0.114 0.019 0.0334
16 0.116 0.039 0.0585
32 0.101 0.065 0.0794
64 0.078 0.098 0.0871
128 0.058 0.142 0.0821
Table 6. A correspondence of Concept-base and dictionaries.
Concept-base dictionaries
Concept-CB Concept Dictionary
Word-CB Japanese Word Dictionary
Wikipedia-CB Wikipedia
Co-occurrence-CB Co-occurence Dictionary
First-CB all dictionaries
Table 7 shows the scale of a Concept-CB, a Word-CB, a Co-occurrence-CB, a Wikipedia-CB, the Composite-
CB, the First-CB, the Second-CB, and a baseline. The First-CB includes top 128 attributes from the Composite-CB.
Moreover the baseline shows an evaluation of a baseline Concept-base1. In table 7 , total number of concepts shows
total of headwords as a label of each concepts deﬁned as Concept-base, average of attributes shows the number of
average attributes per concept, and variance shows the scatter condition of attributes per concept. Table 8 shows the
example of the concept and attributes in the First-CB, table 9 shows the example of the concept and attributes in the
Second-CB. Table 8 and table 9 shows all concepts and attributes in English and Japanese.
Table 7. The scale of Concept-base.
Concept-base name total number of concepts average of attributes variance
Concept-CB 170,499 3.55 5.89
Word-CB 279,468 4.35 12.06
Co-occurrence-CB 114,117 16.95 27,205.63
Wikipedia-CB 1,077,210 148.26 35,281.02
Composite-CB 1,353,597 181.89 81,127.39
First-CB 1,353,597 79.67 2953.69
Second-CB 1,353,597 125.39 260.81
baseline 87,242 29.11 623.45
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Table 8. An example of concept and attributes in First-CB.
concept attributes
amusementޘָ pleasureָ͠Έ cultureڭཆ diversityଟ༷ੑ movieөը
cartoonΞχϝ product࡞඼ broadcast์ૹ ɾɾ turningԽ
welfare෱ࢱ welfare෱ࢱ societyࣾձ ɺɺ plicy੓ࡦ
videoϏσΦ teaching materialڭࡐ using༻͍Δ imageө૾ deviceػث
shirtγϟπ waringண༻ sleeveͦͰ ) ) western dress༸૷
Table 9. An example of concept and attributes in Second-CB.
concept attributes
amusumentޘָ ɺɺ without reasonཧ۶ൈ͖ funָ͍͠ movieөը
cartoonΞχϝ product࡞඼ do͢Δ ɻɻ exist͍Δ
welfare෱ࢱ ɻɻ enactment੍ఆ ( ( policy੓ࡦ
videoϏσΦ televisionςϨϏ using༻͍Δ imageө૾ skillٕज़
shirtγϟπ hemline੄ short sleeves൒କ waringண༻ ɺɺ
5.2. Construction of Word Vector Spaces Using Word2Vec
Word2Vec constructs word vector spaces based on text data. We used text data that compounds EDR Electronic
Dictionary and Wikipedia data as training data. Training data are formed word pause using MeCab. We register
EDR Electronic Dictionaries headwords with an user dictionary of MeCab to analyze the Concept Dictionary and the
Japanese Word Dictionary. Moreover we register Wikipedia headword with an user dictionary of MeCab to analyze
Wikipedia. In this case, we return conjugated words of training data to a prototype. Table 10 shows a training data
scale. In table 10, sentence count shows the number of sentences, word count shows the number of words, and average
word count shows the average word count for the one sentence.
Table 10. The training data scale.
sentence count 88,742,821
word count 978,364,344
average word count 11.025
We trained word vector spaces using gensim5 in this study. We used dimensions of word vector spaces 100 dimen-
sions, 200 dimensions, 400 dimensions, 800 dimensions, and 1600 dimensions. Table 11 shows training parameters.
In this table, model name shows that we used a learning model. A window size shows the number of using any words
of before and after words. An hs shows Word2Vec uses a Hierachical Softmax. When hs is 1, Word2Vec uses the
Hierachical Softmax. An iter shows the number of lerning. In this study, we used Skip-gram as training Word2Vec’s
model. Because Skip-gram is higher evaluation result than CBOW in semantic-syntactic word relationship test4. In
other parameters, we used default parameters.
Table 11. Training parameters.
model name Skip-gram
window size 5
hs 1
iter 5
5 https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/
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5.3. Evaluation of Model based on Association-frequency-table
In this study, we evaluated what kind of feature Concept-base model and Word2Vec model as human’s word associ-
ation by the association-frequency-table11. We mentioned an evaluation method based on the association-frequency-
table in this subsection.
We extracted a high degree of similar and dignity words as association-frequency-table’s headwords regarding
these models headwords. The number of associative words of each headwords is at most about 120 in the associative-
frequency-table. It is assumed that this number was the number of human’s associative words. Moreover subsection
5.1 shows entry of 128 attributes is the highest recall in Concept-base. Therefore the number of extracted words is top
128 words of all words as each headwords in consideration of a number of headword’s associative words veriﬁcation.
We veriﬁed that extracted words are contained in the association-frequency-table and evaluated these models using
precision, recall, and F − measure(eq.8,9,10).
precision =
1
N
N∑
i=1
αi
ni
(8)
recall =
1
N
N∑
i=1
αi
mi
(9)
F − measure = 2 · precision · recall
precision + recall
(10)
In this operations, N shows the number of the association-frequency-table headwords(=276). αi shows the number
of word sets that compared and was in agreement. ni shows the number of extracted words and mi means the number
of every associative entry word in the association-frequency-table. precision and recall are calculated with arithmetic
means, F −measure is calculated with the harmonic mean of precision and recall. This evaluation was performed to
ﬁve Word2Vec models, two Concept-base, and the baseline Concept-base. Table 12 shows this evaluation result using
the association-frequency-table.
Table 12. An evaluation result using the association-frequency-table.
model name precision recall F − mesure
First-CB 0.083 0.135 0.103
Second-CB 0.058 0.142 0.082
100wv 0.030 0.066 0.042
200wv 0.035 0.079 0.049
400wv 0.038 0.085 0.052
800wv 0.037 0.085 0.051
1600wv 0.035 0.080 0.049
baseline 0.141 0.116 0.127
In table 12, 100wv, 200wv, 400wv, 800wv, and 1600wv show word vector spaces using Word2Vec.
6. Discussion
We discussed the evaluation method based on the association-frequency-table. Moreover we analyzed what kind of
feature Concept-base model and Word2Vec model would have human’s word association using extracted words from
each model. Table 12 shows the 400wv is the highest F −measure of all Word2Vec’s models. The baseline Concept-
base is the highest F −measure of all models in table 12. Because, a method of baseline manually removed incorrect
attributes in Concept-base and manually added correct attributes as the concept. On the other hand, the Second-CB
is the highest recall of all models in table 12 and this recall shows the Second-CB included most attributes as correct
associative words. Furthermore the Second-CB is higher recall than the First-CB. This result shows constructing
Concept-base based on chain-set, we extract new associative words.
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We considered a feature of Concept-base model andWord2Vec model. We observed extracted words from Concept-
base and discussed a words associative tendency of Concept-base. Table 13 shows an example of extracted associative
words from the First-CB.
Table 13. An example of extracted associative words from the First-CB.
headword associative words
animeΞχϝ comicອը cultureจԽ animationΞχϝʔγϣϯ
televisionςϨϏ machineػց viewingࢹௌ videoϏσΦ
vegetable໺ࡊ food৯෺ grainࠄ෺ health݈߁
futureະདྷ time࣌ؒ estimation༧ଌ machineػց
noodles͏ͲΜ soupो wheatখഴ soupͭΏ
In table 13, synonyms are extracted from Concept-base model as associative words to headword (such as “anima-
tion’ to “anime”). Superordinate words and subordinate words are extracted from Concept-base as associative words
to headword (such as “machine” to “television” and “food” to “vegetable”). Concept-base has high degree of seman-
tic similar words because these associative words are semantic words of concepts. Words contained in explanation
sentences are synonyms, superordinate words, and subordinate words for concepts in Concept-base.
Next table 14 shows an example of extracted associative words from the Second-CB. In table 14, associative words
are not extracted from the First-CB and are extracted from the Second-CB.
Table 14. An example of extracted associative words from the Second-CB.
headword associative words
head͋ͨ· humanਓؒ animalಈ෺ superior্
acneʹ͖ͼ poreໟ݀ talkingԌ঱ personਓ
cross-legged͙͋Β leg଍ position࢟੎ personਓ
brain಄೴ personਓ
gourmetάϧϝ information৘ใ
These associative words do not exist the First-CB and only exist the Second-CB (such as “human” to “head”
and “pore” to “ance”) We can extract new associative words using chain-set of Concept-base. Moreover “ance”,
“cross-legged”, and “brain” have “human” in Table 14. “human” is a high frequency word in many documents. High
frequency words easily extract when we extract new attributes using chain-set. We cannot extract new associative
words because we extract high frequency words as high weight words using t f · id f information. Therefore we will
consider a new extracting attributes method verifying such as thesaurus and co-occurrence information. Furthermore
we will consider a new weighting method, an extracting attributes method, and a reﬁnement attributes method as a
future subject12,13,14,15.
Last we observed extracted words from the Word2Vec model and discussed a words associative tendency of the
Word2Vec model. Table 15 shows an example of extracted associative words from the 400wv.
Table 15. An example of extracted associative words from the 400wv.
headword associative words
animeΞχϝ documentary࣮ࣸ dramaυϥϚ characterΩϟϥΫλʔ
televisionςϨϏ commercialίϚʔγϟϧ dramaυϥϚ varietyόϥΤςΟʔ
vegetable໺ࡊ tomatoτϚτ cabbageΩϟϕπ spinach΄͏ΕΜ૲
futureະདྷ dreamເ earth஍ٿ hopeر๬
noodles͏ͲΜ friedম͖ buckwheatڶഴ Japanese food࿨৯
In table 15, words extracted from the 400wv are combined with the headword and constitute the compound and co-
occurrence phrase (such as “character” to “anime” and “drama” to “television”). These words are headword category
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(such as “tomato”, “cabbage”, and “spinach” to “vegetable”). Word2Vec constructs models to predict circumference
words of any words.
7. Conclusion
In this paper, we constructed Concept-base model and word vector spaces model using Word2Vec. Furthermore
we evaluated what kind of feature the constructed these models would have human’s word association based on the
association-frequency-table.
We constructed ﬁve word vector spaces models of 100 dimensions, 200 dimensions, 400 dimensions, 800 di-
mensions, and 1600 dimensions using Word2Vec. We constructed a ﬁrst order Concept-base based on a result of
morphological analysis to text corpus and the second order Concept-base based on the chain-set. Furthermore we
evaluated these models and the baseline Concept-base model based on the association-frequency-table. We evaluated
this models using precision, recall, and F − measure.
As a result, the baseline is the highest F − measure value of all models. Moreover We veriﬁed what kind of
feature Concept-base model and Word2Vec model would have human’s word association using extracted words from
each model. In Concept-base model, we observed a tendency that synonyms, superordinate words, and subordi-
nate words are mainly used as associative words (such as “animation” to “anime” and “machine” to “television”). In
Word2Vec model, we observed a tendency that words, which can be compound or co-occurrence phrase after connect-
ing headwords are mainly used as associative words(such as “ character” to “anime” and “drama” to “television”). We
observed a tendency of Word2Vec model that category words are mainly used as associative words(such as “tomato”
and “cabbage” to “vegetable”).
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